Overview

IntelliTrack Slap & Ship is a turnkey RFID compliance solution that will allow your enterprise to immediately conform to current and emerging RFID standards. Using this simple to implement and easy to use application, your warehouse can immediately begin shipping cases and pallets that are correctly labeled with EPC and DoD compliant RFID labels.

Slap & Ship Features

- By entering basic information about your products such as your SKU, CAGE code, Slap & Ship will build DoD96 RFID compliant tags/labels and generate Mil-Std-129P labels. Data is retained to support electronic submission of the Advance Shipment Notice (ASN) required or RFID shipments to Wide Area Workflow (WAWF).
- When you enter product information like, SKU, the UCC company prefix and/or UPC code, Slap & Ship will define EPC compliant Global Trade Identification Numbers (GTIN).
- Slap & Ship can be easily integrated into your existing pack, ship or put away process to generate EPC compliant Serialized Global Trade Identification Numbers (SGTN) and Serialized Shipping Container Codes (SSCC).
- Serialized codes are automatically written to SmartLabels with human readable and barcoded product and/or shipping information.
- RFID tags are validated to insure that any defective tags are caught prior to shipping.
- As orders are built, case and pallet serial numbers are associated and stored in the system to preserve a record of what product was selected for an order and how it was shipped.
- Throughout the system the user has the ability to associate transactions with existing orders and customers, giving Slap & Ship the ability to produce Advance Shipping Notification (ASN) documents and integrate with ERP and accounting systems.
- Slap & Ship is configurable as a module for IntelliTrack’s Warehouse Management System (WMS) allowing you to painlessly grow from simple RFID compliance to full warehouse management.

[Features and Benefits]

- Robust solution for tagging and tracking pallets and cases
- Includes barcode tagging for reverse compatibility with your existing systems
- Complies with latest RFID standards and mandates
- Works with hardware from different vendors
- Able to grow and adapt to new mandates while protecting your technology investment
- Avoids costly changes to your ERP system
- Deployment only takes a few weeks from beginning to end
- Our experts are available to assist with software installation and integration

Supported Hardware

RFID Readers

- Alien Technology™
- Matrics™
- ThingMagic™/Sensormatic™
- Texas Instruments™
- SAMSys™
- Texas Instruments™ TIRIS
- Philips™
- Symbol™ MC9000-G with RFID
- PSC™ Falcon 5500

RFID Enabled Printers

- Monarch: 9855 (203 & 300 dpi)
- Printronix: SL5204, SL5304, T-5204e, T-5304e
- SATO: CL408e RFID, CL412e RFID, MR400e RFID, MR410e RFID
- Zebra: R110XiIII Plus, R4M Plus (203 & 300 dpi)